Across
1. A composition written in metrical feet forming rhythmical lines
2. Rodgers and Hart song made famous by Miles Davis
3. The Roman god of love, called Eros in Greek
4. French for “love”
5. Popular Valentine’s exchange
6. Relating to languages derived from Latin; "___ languages"
7. Legendary priest imprisoned for performing illegal marriages in ancient Roman times
8. Sometimes called a courting chair
9. A person loved by another person
10. Small African parrot noted for showing affection for their mates
11. German for “love”
12. A stylized knot used as an emblem of love
13. A score of zero in tennis or squash
14. Traditional valentine request
15. Band formed by Ann and Nancy Wilson
16. Genus name, Rosa
17. “When the moon hits your eye like a big pizza pie, that’s ___”

Down
1. A composition written in metrical feet forming rhythmical lines
2. Rodgers and Hart song made famous by Miles Davis
3. Said to trigger a brain chemical that produces the same reaction brought on by a passionate love affair
4. Spanish for “love”
5. Popular Valentine’s exchange
6. Relating to languages derived from Latin; "___ languages"
7. Legendary priest imprisoned for performing illegal marriages in ancient Roman times
8. Sometimes called a courting chair
9. A person loved by another person
10. Small African parrot noted for showing affection for their mates
11. German for “love”
12. A stylized knot used as an emblem of love
13. A score of zero in tennis or squash
14. Traditional valentine request
15. Band formed by Ann and Nancy Wilson
16. Genus name, Rosa
17. “When the moon hits your eye like a big pizza pie, that’s ___”